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Preface

Interest in the field of peptides and proteins has increased enormously in recent years. 
With the achievements in genomics as a background, the scientific community has 
now, for the first time, the opportunity to establish the role of peptides and proteins 
in health and disease at the molecular level.

There are several excellent textbooks on proteins, and a few on peptides. However, 
we feel that there is a need for an up-to-date textbook covering both peptides and 
proteins in a concise, introductory manner. We hope that we have written this book 
in the spirit of Tom Creighton’s famous book Proteins—Structures and Molecular 
Properties. This book, known by many as Creighton, has inspired generations of 
young students and investigators, and we have taken it as a guide on how to cover 
modern bioscience based on molecular thinking. Here, we present our view on mod-
ern peptide and protein chemistry.

We have focused particularly on the rapidly developing fields of peptide synthe-
sis, folding, protein sorting, protein degradation, methods in peptide and protein 
research, bioinformatics, proteomics, and clinical aspects of peptides and proteins. 
Among multiple topics, we describe some representative classes of peptides and pro-
teins such as enzymes, cell-surface receptors, other membrane proteins, antibodies, 
fibrous proteins, and some bioactive peptide classes. We regard these as particularly 
important including clinical aspects of proteins and peptides, such as misfolding-
based diseases (prion diseases), miscleavage-based diseases (Alzheimer’s disease), 
and SNP-dependent diseases, together with the role of proteins in cancer develop-
ment. We discuss the use of proteins and peptides as drugs and solid-phase synthesis 
for their production. Finally, we emphasize peptides as important functional biomol-
ecules and research tools.

We are especially grateful to Professor Tamas Bartfai for encouraging us to write 
this textbook in its present form, for insightful ideas, and constant encouragement.

We are further grateful to several experts in the peptide and protein field who 
have volunteered their thoughts, comments, and corrections: Samir EL Andaloussi, 
Mattias Hällbrink, John Howl, Victor Hruby, Jaak Järv, Peter Järver, Bernard Lebleu, 
Toivo Maimets, Wojtek Makalowski, Roger Pain, Margus Pooga, John Robinson, 
Mart Saarma, Raivo Uibo, Anders Undén, and Mark Wheatley. We are also grateful 
to Imre Mäger and Indrek Saar for technical assistance.

Ü. Langel, B. Cravatt, A. Gräslund, G. von Heijne, 
T. Land, S. Niessen, and M. Zorko
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Introduction to Part I

Matjaž Zorko

The first part of our book covers the fate of peptides and proteins from assembly 
to the degradation. Starting from the amino acid building blocks and discuss-
ing the noncovalent interactions operating within the amino acid residues, we 
describe the peptide and protein structural organization, attempting to present 
the basis for the peptide and protein function that is elaborated in more detail in 
the following sections. In the chapter on protein biosynthesis, the introduction of 
noncoded amino acids into the protein sequence via ribosome is included, as this 
field is growing fast and can produce new proteins with yet unknown functions. 
Maturation of proteins by posttranslational modifications is covered in an over-
view of the most common modifications picked from the vast number of almost 
100 known today. Protein folding is discussed in parallel with protein stability 
and protein sorting, showing how proteins are directed to their site of function. 
The section ends with a brief description of protein death and the recovery of 
amino acids to start a new protein and peptide life.
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to 3-D Structure
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5

1 Amino Acids

Matjaž Zorko

The building blocks of peptides and proteins are amino acids. Most proteins con-
sist of 20 standard amino acids that are coded by DNA; these amino acids are 
often called coded amino acids. They are joined into peptides and proteins by an 
amide bond called the peptide bond. The formation of this peptide bond is the con-
densation reaction in which water is released. What it is left of the amino acid as a 
part of the peptide or protein is called the residue. Besides standard amino acids, 
a large number of nonstandard amino acids are found in peptides and proteins, 
usually in limited amounts. The characteristics and properties of amino acids need 
to be understood in order to be able to comprehend the structure and behavior of 
polypeptides. Amino acids are not only structural elements of polypeptides, but 
they also have important precursor, transport, and metabolic roles. For example, 
histidine and tryptophan are precursors of the hormone histamine and the neu-
rotransmitter serotonin, respectively. Carnitine can be acylated and, in this form, 
serves as a transporter of fatty acids across the mitochondrial membrane. Amino 
acids can be metabolized to release energy; some of them, called glucogenic 
amino acids, can also be converted into glucose to provide energy to the brain. 
Some of the amino acid derivatives are important in technology, medicine, and the 
food industry. Examples include the sodium salt of glutamic acid, sodium gluta-
mate, as a food additive; aspartame, methylated dipeptide aspartyl-phenylalanine, 
as an artificial sweetener; and l-DOPA, l-dihydroxyphenylalanine, as a drug for the 
treatment of Parkinson’s disease.

1.1  Standard amino acidS

There are 20 standard/coded amino acids (Table 1.1). Their names can be abbrevi-
ated using either the three-letter or the one-letter system, as shown in the table. The 

contentS

1.1  Standard Amino Acids ......................................................................................5
1.1.1  General Properties ................................................................................7
1.1.2  Standard Amino Acids by the Nature of the Radical ............................9

1.2  Nonstandard Amino Acids .............................................................................. 16
1.3  The Peptide Bond ............................................................................................ 18
Further Reading .......................................................................................................20
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6 Introduction to Peptides and Proteins

table 1.1
Standard amino acids—abbreviations and Properties

amino acid mw
 Vr (Å3)

occurrence in 
Proteins (%)2 pK1 pK2 pKr

Hydropathy 
index of r

Hydrophobic aliphatic radical
Glycine  75 7.2 2.3  9.6 −0.4

Gly G  48

Alanine  89 7.8 2.3  9.7  1.8

Ala A  67

Proline 115 5.2 2.0 11.0  1.6

Pro P  90

Valine 117 6.6 2.3  9.6  4.2

Val V 105

Leucine 131 9.1 2.4  9.6  3.8

Leu L 124

Isoleucine 131 5.3 2.4  9.7  4.5

Iso I 124

Methionine 149 2.3 2.3  9.2  1.9

Met M 124

Hydrophilic Uncharged radical
Serine 105 6.8 2.2  9.2 −0.8

Ser S  73

Threonine 119 5.9 2.1  9.6 −0.7

Thr T  93

Cysteine 121 1.9 2.0 10.3  8.2  2.5

Cys C  86

Asparagine 132 4.3 2.0  8.8 −3.5

Asn N  96

Glutamine 146 4.2 2.2  9.1 −3.5

Gln Q 114

Hydrophilic charged radical
Aspartate 133 5.3 1.9  9.6  3.7 −3.5

Asp D  91

Lysine 146 5.9 2.2  9.0 10.5 −3.9

Lys K 135

Glutamate 147 6.3 2.2  9.7  4.3 −3.5

Glu E 109

Histidine 155 2.3 1.8  9.2  6.0 −3.2

His H 118

Arginine 174 5.1 2.2  9.0 12.5 −4.5

Arg R 148

(Continued)
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Amino Acids 7

one-letter abbreviations are used to record the amino acid sequences of proteins and 
larger peptides, while the three-letter codes are more common for most other pur-
poses; the same convention will be employed in this book.

1.1.1  General ProPerties

All standard amino acids are α-amino acids with the general structure:

 

H2N

COOH

R

HC*  (1.1)

They differ only in terms of the radical R, which is also called the amino acid side 
chain. According to their chemical nature, amino acids are usually divided into those 
with the hydrophobic aliphatic, the hydrophilic uncharged, the hydrophilic charged, 
and the aromatic radical.

In all standard amino acids except Gly, the α-carbon atom denoted in Equation 
1.1 with an asterisk is asymmetric and in the l-form. Chirality is important in the 
three-dimensional structures of peptides and proteins, and particularly in the inter-
actions with other molecules. It also results in optical activity—the ability to rotate 
linearly and circularly polarized light. The amount of rotation (i.e., the angle of rota-
tion) depends on the concentration of the chiral molecule and other factors, including 
the temperature and the wavelength of the light employed. This makes it possible 
to determine high concentrations of free amino acids in solutions by polarimetric 
methods and is the basis of circular dichroism, a method for analyzing the secondary 
structure of peptides and proteins (see Chapter 13). Free in solution, pure l-amino 
acids are subjected to a very slow racemization into an equimolar mixture of both 
l- and d-enantiomers. The process is dependent on the pH, temperature, and struc-
ture of the radical. The racemization of l-Asp, for instance, would take around 3500 
years in a neutral pH and at 25°C, but it is approximately 100 times faster at 100°C. 

table 1.1 (continued)
Standard amino acids—abbreviations and Properties

amino acid mw
 Vr (Å3)

occurrence in 
Proteins (%) pK1 pK2 pKr

Hydropathy 
index of r

aromatic radical
Phenylalanine 165 3.9 1.8  9.1  3.9

Phe F 135

Tyrosine 181 3.2 2.2  9.1 10.1  3.2

Tyr Y 141

Triptophane 204 1.4 2.4  9.4  1.4

Trp W 163
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8 Introduction to Peptides and Proteins

The racemization of amino acids can be applied to determine the age of archaeologi-
cal and paleontological material of organic origin, and is used in forensic science to 
estimate the age of a cadaver. This method is called amino acid dating.

Free in solution, amino acids are always charged because the groups –COOH, 
−NH2, and some other groups in radicals can release or bind the proton. The charge 
depends on the pH, as shown for Asp in the following equation:

 

COOH

CH2

COOH

H

COO–

CH2

COOH

H
pK1

COO–

CH2

COO–

H
pKR

COO–

CH2

COO–

H
pK2

Increasing pH

Decreasing pH

A B C D
H+ H+ H+

H3N+ C H3N+ C H3N+ C H2N C

 (1.2)

To a lesser degree, charge is also dependent on the presence of ions in solution. 
The values of pK are determined by titration with acids and bases, and are given in 
Table 1.1. The presented values were obtained by titrating pure amino acids. The val-
ues of pK for the same groups in amino acids that are incorporated into the protein 
structure can vary considerably due to the inductive and other effects of groups in the 
proximity. This is particularly pronounced in the radical of His, with the assessed pK 
values in proteins ranging from 4 to 10. Different dissociation forms of amino acid 
are in equilibrium, as shown in Equation 1.2, and all are present at all values of pH, 
but at each pH, particular forms are predominant. The value of pH at which most 
of the amino acid is in the form that lacks net charge—form B for Asp (Equation 
1.2)—is called the isoelectric point (pI). It is obtained as a mean value of the neigh-
boring pK values; in the case of the Asp pI, it is ½(pK1+pKR) = 2.95. The value of pI 
depends on the composition of the solution in which it is determined; therefore, the 
presence of any additional ions or other substances must always be specified. The 
charge and its dependence on pH are pertinent to the separation and identification of 
amino acids by electrophoresis and isoelectrofocusing, methods that are based on the 
mobility of charged molecules in an electric field (see Chapter 9).

The size of the amino acid residues can be assessed from the residue masses 
and is strictly calculated by using the van der Waals volumes of the relevant atoms 
(Table 1.1). The van der Waals volume of the average residue is 114 Å3, with Trp being 
the largest (163 Å3) and Gly the smallest (48 Å3). When the volume of the residue is 
measured by the amount of water displaced—that is, the increase in the volume of the 
water is determined after adding a known amount of residue to the solution—20% to 
40% larger values are obtained for the residue volumes. This reflects the inability of 
the water molecules to fully surround the residue because it cannot penetrate into the 
crevices between the functional groups. Size becomes important in relation to the 
replacement of one amino acid by another in proteins, for instance, by site-directed 
mutagenesis. In proteins, residues are densely packed and in tight van der Waals 
contacts. The replacement of a residue by a bulkier one will result in destabilization 
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Amino Acids 9

of the protein structure because a larger residue will not fit in, and the structure of 
the protein will be distorted. The replacement of a larger residue by a smaller one 
is usually also unfavorable because it produces cavities that decrease the number of 
protein-structure-stabilizing interactions. This can be compensated by introducing 
solvent molecules—usually water—into the cavity, depending on the nature of the 
solvent and the nature of the groups that come into contact with the solvent.

Most amino acids are amphipathic structures, that is, a combination of polar or 
hydrophylic, and nonpolar or hydrophobic chemical groups. The differences in the 
hydrophobicity of amino acid side chains have been assessed by different methods, 
including a measurement of the partition coefficient of the model for each side chain 
distributed between the vapor and the water; a comparison of the solubility of amino 
acids and side-chain model compounds in water, ethanol, or dioxan; a measurement 
of the partition coefficient between water and octanol; and others. As observed, the 
obtained values for the hydrophobicity measured by various methods differ consid-
erably. In general, amino acids Val, Ile, and Leu, containing aliphatic side chains, 
are the most hydrophobic, and those that form strong hydrogen bonds with water 
are the most hydrophilic, including Arg, Asp, Glu, and Lys, which have charged 
side chains at the physiological pH. When amino acids are incorporated into the 
peptide or protein structure, a part of the hydrophilicity is lost, but the –CO- and 
–NH- groups that participate in the peptide bond are polar, and thus retain some of 
their hydrophilic character. The hydrophobic/hydrophilic properties of amino acids 
as parts of the protein structure are probably best represented by the hydropathy 
index (Table 1.1). A hydropathy scale has been introduced by Kyte and Doolittle on 
the basis of a large amount of data from the literature, and is based on a computer 
program that determines the relative occupancy in the hydrophobic or hydrophilic 
environment within the proteins for each amino acid. A good correlation was dem-
onstrated by comparing the obtained values and the position of a particular amino 
acid in known protein structures determined by crystallography.

Hydrophobicity is a very important factor in protein stability: the hydrophobic 
collapse of the nonpolar residues forming the nonpolar protein core is believed to 
play a fundamental role in the spontaneous folding of proteins. Hydrophobic residues 
with a large positive hydropathy index are found in the protein interior, while polar 
residues with a large negative hydropathy index occur on the protein surface exposed 
to the water. In membrane proteins, the surfaces in contact with the inner membrane 
lipid layer are also composed of nonpolar residues.

1.1.2  standard amino acids by the nature of the radical

The hydrophobic amino acids with an aliphatic side chain are Gly, Ala, Val, Leu, Ile, 
Met, and Pro (Figure 1.1). Gly is the smallest amino acid, with just one hydrogen atom 
as a radical, which does not provide the molecule with a pronounced hydrophobic 
nature. Gly is also not chiral, and is therefore sometimes classified as a special amino 
acid not belonging to any particular group. Ala, Val, Leu, and Ile all have a short 
hydrocarbon side chain, which is branched, except in the case of Ala. The side chain 
of Ile has an extra asymmetric carbon atom. Met is a sulfur-containing amino acid that 
has a hydrocarbon chain and a methyl group attached to the sulfur. This makes Met a 
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10 Introduction to Peptides and Proteins

suitable methyl-group donor in a number of methylation reactions in the cell. The sul-
fur atom can be oxidized by air into sulfoxide and sulfone. Although the Met side chain 
has a dipole moment, it also has a nonpolar and hydrophobic character. In proteins of 
prokaryotes, Met is the first amino acid in the sequence and also during the assembly 
of proteins in eukaryotes, but is later stripped away. Pro has an aliphatic but cyclic side 
chain; this results in special conformational properties relating to its location in pro-
teins. The Pro ring is not totally planar; Cγ is out of the plane by about 0.05 nm.

The hydrophilic uncharged amino acids are Ser, Thr, Asn, Gln, and Cys 
(Figure 1.2). The polarity of the hydroxyl groups in Ser and Thr, and of the amide 
and carbonyl groups in Asn and Gln, ensures strong and multiple hydrogen bonding 
with water. Cys contains a thiol group that is related to the hydroxyl group but is 
chemically different—the hydrogen bonding is very weak, and the group is essen-
tially hydrophobic, as is illustrated by the positive value of the hydropathy index 
(Table 1.1). However, it is able to ionize, and this is the reason why Cys is classified in 
this group. Ser is an important precursor in the biosynthesis of purines; pyrimidines; 
several amino acids, including Gly, Cys, and Trp; and other metabolites, including 
sphingolipids and folate. Ser is included in the active site of many enzymes, par-
ticularly in hydrolases, where it plays an important catalytic role as a nucleophile 
reagent. It is also the site of the glycosylation and phosphorylation of proteins. Ser is 
important in the mechanism of many kinases, and its phosphorylation modulates the 
activity of many proteins and is the control point of many cell-signaling cascades. 
Thr also contains the hydroxyl group in its side chain, and this results in an addi-
tional side chain chiral center. Its role in posttranslational modifications, kinases, 
and signaling is similar to that of Ser. Asn and Gln are the amidated forms of Asp 
and Glu, respectively, with side chains that do not ionize and are not very reac-
tive. However, they do form strong hydrogen bonds and are used in proteins for 
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FigUre 1.1 Structure of the hydrophobic amino acids with an aliphatic side chain.
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stabilizing the structure, for protein–protein interactions and for protein–DNA inter-
actions (see Chapter 22, Figure 22.4). At very high and very low pH values and at 
high temperatures, Asn and Gln can be converted to Asp and Glu. Cys is part of the 
active center of the cysteine proteases, where, in general, it has the same role as Ser 
in hydrolases. The thiol group of Cys is relatively reactive, and can be alkylated by 
alkyl halides and added to double bonds. It also interacts with metal ions and forms 
complexes, as in zinc fingers (see Chapter 22). It is the target group in heavy-metal 
poisoning, particularly with the Hg2+ ion. A very important property of Cys is its 
ability to form disulphide bridges that play a key role in stabilizing the structure of 
many proteins.
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Disulphide bonds formed by Cys residues have a nonpolar surface area.
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FigUre 1.2 Structure of the hydrophilic amino acids with an uncharged side chain.
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12 Introduction to Peptides and Proteins

The charged amino acids are Lys, Arg, His, Asp, and Glu (Figure 1.3). The posi-
tively charged Lys, Arg, and His have an amino (or imino in His) group in the radical 
and negatively charged Asp, and Glu has a carboxyl group. Their charged radicals 
interact with water and other molecules by charge-to-charge interactions and hydro-
gen bonding. They are mostly found on the surface of the proteins. Lys is very basic 
and relatively reactive, particularly at higher pH values, where it is not charged. The 
important reaction of the Lys side-chain amino group is the formation of a covalent 
Schiff base with aldehydes, which is used to link the polypeptide chain with another 
one, for example, in collagen, and with other aldehyde groups containing molecules, 
for example, with pyridoxal phosphate in many enzymes. In proteins, it is the target 
for a number of posttranslational modifications, including methylation, acetylation, 
ubiquitination, hydroxylation, and glycosylation. ε-NNN-trimethylated Lys is a pre-
cursor of carnitine, which is involved in fatty-acid transport across the mitochondrial 
membrane. Lys is used for the treatment of the Herpes simplex infection because this 
virus needs Arg for its replication, and a supplement of Lys decreases Arg’s availabil-
ity. Arg has a planar guanido group in which the carbon atom is in the sp2 hybridiza-
tion state. The guanido group has the ability to form multiple hydrogen bonds and to 
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FigUre 1.3 Structure of the hydrophobic amino acids with a charged side chain.
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attract negatively charged groups, both inside the protein structure and in the inter-
action of proteins with other molecules. A notable example is the interaction of Arg 
in DNA-binding proteins with DNA base pairs (see Chapter 22, Figure 22.4). The 
guanido group is also the site of methylation, which can regulate several processes in 
the cell, including the binding of DNA and RNA to the DNA- and RNA-binding pro-
teins, leading to a modified transcription and RNA processing, and signal transduc-
tion by alternating protein–protein interactions. Arg also functions as a precursor of 
nitric oxide (NO), urea, an important regulator of blood pressure, by which nitrogen 
is excreted from the bodies of humans and many other organisms, and creatine, from 
which creatine phosphate, the energy-supplying molecule in muscles, is produced, 
as well as several other molecules. Because of its involvement in the production of 
NO, in the release of growth hormone, and in other processes, Arg supplements are 
marketed, though their beneficial effect is controversial. His has an imidazole ring 
in which two nitrogen atoms have different characters: one is slightly acidic and the 
other is basic, which can bind a proton. Because of the resonance structure of the 
ring, the location of the basic nitrogen is not fixed:
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H

C

HC

NH
CH

NH+

COO–

CH2

H

C

HC

NH+

CH
NH
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 (1.4)

In enzymes, His is utilized in catalytic triads (see Chapter 21, Equation 21.3 and 
Figure 21.6) and to shuttle protons, for example, in carbonic anhydrase. In some 
proteins, it is used to form coordinate covalent bonds with metal ions; a well-known 
example is the zinc fingers in DNA-binding proteins (see Chapter 22). It is also a 
precursor of hormone histamine. His is the only amino acid with pKR around the 
physiological pH (Table 1.1) and gives the proteins the properties of a buffer if it is 
present in considerable quantities, for example, in hemoglobin. Asp and Glu are both 
acidic amino acids that are present in the catalytic triad of hydrolases (see Chapter 
21, Equation 21.3 and Figure 21.6). The shorter distance between the α-carbon atom 
and the carboxylic group in the radical in Asp than in Glu makes Asp the stronger 
acid (Table 1.1) and thus more efficient in the triad. The carboxyl groups of Asp and 
Glu have the same chemical properties as other organic acids, including acetic acid. 
These groups are used by proteins and peptides to bind metal ions, most notably 
Ca2+ and Zn2+. Asp and Glu participate in the biosynthesis of several amino acids, 
including Ala, Met, Thr, Ile, and Lys. Glu has a key role in amino-acid transamina-
tion, an important step in amino-acid degradation and synthesis. Together with the 
deamination of Glu, transamination is involved in nitrogen excretion via urea. Glu 
is also an important neurotransmitter in mammals and other species and a precursor 
of GABA (γ-amino butyric acid), the main inhibitory neurotransmitter in the mam-
malian central nervous system. Glu can also be used as a food additive to enhance 
taste and flavor.
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14 Introduction to Peptides and Proteins

The aromatic amino acids are Phe, Trp, and Tyr (Figure 1.4), all of which are 
bulky and essentially hydrophobic, but the delocalized π-electrons in the ring sys-
tems can take part in weak electrostatic interactions (see Chapter 2). They all absorb 
ultraviolet light, most notably Trp. The molar extinction coefficients of Trp, Tyr, and 
Phe at the local maximum 280 nm and pH 7 are around 5500 cm−1/M, 1200 cm−1/M, 
and 200 cm−1/M, respectively. This property is used to detect the proteins in solu-
tion. Trp, Tyr, and Phe are also the source of the intrinsic fluorescence in proteins. 
The quantum yield of the emitted light after excitation at 280 nm is 0.20 for Trp 
(emitted at 348 nm), 0.14 for Tyr (emitted at 303 nm), and 0.04 for Phe (emitted at 
382 nm). The emission is very sensitive to the fluorophore surroundings, and this is 
employed to follow the changes in protein structure (see Chapter 11). The Tyr side 
chain is mainly hydrophobic, with the exception of the –OH group, which is capable 
of hydrogen bonding and dissociation at high pH (Table 1.1). This group is also the 
site of sulfonylation and phosphorylation, the latter being an important event in sig-
nal transduction via receptors with tyrosine kinase activity (see Chapter 23). Tyr is a 
precursor of the adrenal hormones dopamine, epinephrine, and norepinephrine, and 
the thyroid hormones triiodothyronine and thyroxin. Dopamine is also synthesized 
in various regions of the brain, where it functions as a neurotransmitter. Trp with an 
indole side chain is the largest amino acid. The nitrogen in the ring can participate in 
hydrogen bonds as a hydrogen donor; in other cases, the ring is hydrophobic. Trp is a 
precursor of the neurotransmitter serotonin and the neurohormone melatonin.

For the detection and identification of individual amino acids, mass spectrometry, 
chromatography, isoelectric focusing, optical and fluorescence spectroscopy (aro-
matic amino acids), and different combinations of these methods can be used. The 
amino group of amino acids reacts with ninhydrin, giving a colored product, and 
reacts with fluorescamine, giving a fluorescent product. A fluorescent derivative of 
the amino acids is also obtained in the reaction with dansyl chloride; however, this 
reagent is not specific just to the amino group but will also react with some other 
groups, including the hydroxyl group in phenols. These three classical reactions to 
detect amino acids are shown in Figure 1.5. Some of the reactions specific to the side 
chains of amino acids are
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FigUre 1.4 Structure of the amino acids with an aromatic side chain.
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FigUre 1.5 Reactions for the detection of amino acids by spectrophotometry and fluo-
rescence: (A) ninhydrin reaction; (B) reaction with fluorescamine; (C) reaction with dansyl 
chloride.
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16 Introduction to Peptides and Proteins

Reactions with Elman reagent (5.5•	 ′-dithio-bis-(2-nitrobenzoate); 2,2′-dipyridyl 
disulfide; and iodoacetic acid or iodoacetamide for the thiol group in Cys)
Reactions with tetranitromethane; HgNO•	 3 (Millon reaction); phosphomo-
lybdotungstic acid (Folin–Ciocalteu reaction); boiling concentrated nitric 
acid (xanthoproteic reaction); and α-nitrous-β-naphtol for the hydroxyl 
group in Tyr (the xanthoproteic reaction can also be used to detect Trp 
and Phe)
The reaction with glyoxylic acid in H•	 2SO4 (Hopkins–Cole reaction) for Trp
The reaction with •	 α-napthol and sodium hypochlorite (Sakaguchi reaction) 
for Arg

Most of these reactions give colored products that are suitable for spectrophotomet-
ric detections.

1.2  nonStandard amino acidS

A vast number of other amino acids, in addition to the standard 20 acids, can 
be found in peptides and proteins as well as free in cellular and extracellular 
solutions. The number of known nonstandard amino acids exceeds 700, and this 
number continues to grow. The role of many of them is not well understood. 
However, nonstandard amino acids can be divided into two groups: amino acids 
that differ from standard amino acids in terms of the structure of the radical, and 
d-amino acids, which are structurally equal to the standard amino acids but are of 
different chirality. It seems that those found in peptides and proteins, synthesized 
via ribosomal machinery, are all converted into the nonstandard form from the 
standard amino acids after polypeptide chain synthesis. These posttranslational 
modifications will be covered in more detail in Chapter 5. Most modified amino 
acids are obtained by the attachment of additional functional groups to the radi-
cal. Important examples of this type of nonstandard amino acids are hydroxylated 
Pro and Lys; phosphorylated Ser, Thr, and Tyr; methylated Lys, His, and Arg; 
carboxylated Glu, and many others (for some structures, see Figure 1.6). The only 
known exception to this rule is the occurrence of selenocysteine in a few pro-
teins, including the enzymes glutathione peroxidase, glycine reductase, and some 
hydrogenases (Figure 1.6). Selenocysteine is included in the ribosomal biosynthe-
sis of proteins by using special selenocysteine-binding tRNA that recognizes the 
selenocysteine insertion sequence and the UGA codon (normally the stop codon) 
in mRNA. Selenocysteine is sometimes regarded as the 21st coded amino acid. 
The synthesis of selenocysteine is achieved by enzymatically catalyzed complex 
modifications of Ser that are attached to the tRNA. Mechanisms to convert Ser 
to selenocysteine and the required enzymes differ in terms of prokaryotes and 
eukaryotes.

Some peptides are synthesized in the cells nonribosomally by a sequence of 
enzyme-catalyzed reactions facilitating the incorporation of nonstandard amino acids 
and also non-amino-acid building blocks such as carboxy acids, heterocyclic rings, 
and fatty acids. Most of these peptides are synthesized by prokaryotes. The peptides 
in this category frequently include d-amino acids, and many of them are cyclic, for 
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instance, the peptide antibiotics valinomycin, gramicydin, and actinomycin d, and 
cyclosporin A. Microorganisms also synthesize other classes of antibiotics in which 
the conversion of l-amino acids into the d-form is a part of the posttranslational 
modifications, for example, in the so-called lantibiotics epidermin and cinnamycin. 
Higher organisms also synthesize d-amino-acid-containing peptides, but in these 
peptides the standard l-amino acids are in all known cases converted to the d-form 
after the synthesis is complete. Examples include muscle-contracting peptides such 
as achatin I from snails, opioid peptides such as demorphins, and antimicrobial pep-
tides such as bombins from the skin of certain frogs and toads, as well as the peptide 
toxin from the platypus. d-amino acids are components of bacterial cell walls con-
taining d-Ala and derivatives of d-Glu, while d-Tyr is a constituent of the wall of 
yeast spores. d-amino acids are also found in plants, for example, in some alkaloids 
such as N β-(d-Leu-d-Arg-d-Arg-d-Leu-d-Phe)-naltrexamine. Another nonstandard 
amino acid is β-Ala (Figure 1.6), common in the naturally occurring peptides car-
nosine (β-Ala-His) and anserine (β-Ala-methyl-His), and also in pantothenic acid 
(vitamin B5), which is itself a component of coenzyme A. There seem to be two 
main functions of nonstandard amino acids in peptides and proteins. The first is to 
protect the polypeptide chain against decomposition by the proteolytic enzymes that 
are not able to recognize the unusual amino acids. The second function is to provide 
additional functional groups for special purposes. A number of nonstandard amino 
acids that have never been identified as peptide and protein constituents have been 
found in organisms. Known examples in humans include homocysteine, ornithine 
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FigUre 1.6 Some of the nonstandard amino acids.
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18 Introduction to Peptides and Proteins

and citrulline, as well as d-Ser and d-Asp, and others. The first three (Figure 1.6) are 
important intermediates in metabolic processes, ornithine and citrulline are involved 
in the biosynthesis of urea, and homocysteine takes part in amino-acid metabolism. 
N-Methyl-d-Asp and d-Ser are the agonist and coagonist of the N-Methyl-d-aspartate 
receptors involved in excitatory glutamatergic synaptic transmission. d-Amino acids 
are of importance in peptidomimetic drugs, where their introduction into the struc-
ture enhances the resistance to proteolysis and increases the bioavailability of the 
drug (see Chapter 31). Peptide drugs based on d-amino acids that effectively inhibit 
the entry of the AIDS virus HIV-1 into cells are in common use today.

One obstacle to knowing more about the occurrence of d-amino acids in peptides 
and proteins is that they are not easily identified. Recently, Sweedler and cowork-
ers have developed a method to analyze for them in natural peptides. The method 
is based on the selective degradation of the polypeptide chain with microsomal 
alanyl aminopeptidase, combined with mass spectrometry. The enzyme selectively 
degrades the peptides that lack d-amino acids. By comparing a sample before and 
after digestion, the d-amino-acid-containing peptides can be identified even when 
they are present in very small quantities. This approach should help to increase the 
number of detected d-amino acids in natural peptides and proteins.

1.3  tHe PePtide bond

Polypeptides are made by binding amino acids into linear polymers via peptide bonds. 
A peptide bond is a covalent bond that is formed in a condensation reaction between 
the carboxyl group of one amino acids and the amino group of the other, releasing, as 
a result, a molecule of water. The peptide bond is a form of the amide bond:
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The free-energy change for this reaction is positive (ΔG ≈ 10 kJmol−1). The equilib-
rium of this reaction is shifted toward the reactants, meaning that the peptide bond 
has a tendency to be hydrolyzed. However, the activation energy of the hydrolysis 
is very high (80–130 kJmol−1, depending on the participating amino acids and other 
factors), and the decomposition of the peptide bond is thus very slow. The half-life of 
the peptide-bond hydrolysis at pH 7.0 and 25°C is measured in years, and the bond 
has properties of a partial double bond due to the delocalization of an electron pair 
from the nitrogen to the carbonyl oxygen:
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The two structures shown in Equation 1.6 are in resonance, and an approximately 
40% double-bond character is assumed. The partial double-bond character has 
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several consequences. First, the bond is planar, and rotation around the C–N axis is 
impossible. This forces six atoms—the C and N participating in the bond and all the 
four atoms connected to them (O, H, Cα1, and Cα2; see Equation 1.5)—to be located 
on the same plane. Second, the partial double bond can be in two configurations—
trans and cis:
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The preferred configuration is trans, and the ratio of cis to trans was found to be 
about 1:1000 in peptides and proteins, except when the Pro is on the N side of the 
peptide bond, in which case the ratio of cis to trans is 1:20. The trans configuration 
is favored because, in this configuration, the overlap and repulsion of the radicals is 
minimized. In the case of Pro, in which the peptide-bond-forming nitrogen atom is a 
part of the ring structure, the overlap of radicals in the cis configuration is consider-
ably decreased, resulting in about 10% of these peptide bonds in proteins being cis. 
In Pro, the lack of a hydrogen atom attached to the nitrogen of the peptide bond that 
could help in the resonance stabilization of this bond also corroborates the increased 
occurrence of the cis configuration. However, the ratio of cis to trans is also depen-
dent on other factors, and is considerably lower in more flexible and less structured 
small peptides, where up to 30% of proline-following peptide bonds can be in the cis 
configuration. Another consequence of the partial double-bond character of the pep-
tide bond with a C−N spacing of 0.132 nm is that this bond is shorter than the single 
C−N bond (a C−N distance of 0.145 nm) and longer than the double C−N bond (a 
C−N distance of 0.125 nm). The distances and angles between the atoms in the pep-
tide bond are shown in Figure 1.7. An additional important feature of the peptide 
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FigUre 1.7 Distances and angles between the atoms in the peptide bond.
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20 Introduction to Peptides and Proteins

bond is the polarity. Because of the delocalization of a nitrogen electron pair and 
the differences in the electronegativity of the participating atoms, the peptide bond 
shows a dipole moment of around 3.5 Debye units:

 

Cα1 C
N Cα2

O

H
δ+

δ–

 (1.8)

Finally, the partial double-bond character of the peptide bond results in the absor-
bance of light in the UV region at wavelengths between 190 and 230 nm. The proper-
ties of the peptide bond are important for the structure of peptides and proteins, as 
shown, for example, in Chapter 3.
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2 Noncovalent Interactions

Matjaž Zorko

The polypeptide backbone is formed by covalent peptide bonds, as presented 
in Chapter 1. All the higher structures of peptides and proteins arise from 
the interactions of amino-acid residues protruding from this backbone. These 
interactions are as follows: the electrostatic interaction, the van der Waals 
interaction, the hydrogen bond, the hydrophobic interaction, and the –S-S- 
bridges between Cys residues. All these interactions⎯with the exception of 
the covalent –S-S–bridges⎯are weak and strongly affected by their environ-
ment. However, the interactions are numerous and do not only stabilize the 
physiologically functional native structure of the proteins and peptides but also 
provide the basis for their dynamic behavior.

2.1  tHe electroStatic interaction

Electromagnetic interactions provide the fundamental basis for all the different 
bonded and nonbonded interactions between atoms and molecules. We will discuss 
here the interactions between charged atoms, functional groups, and molecules. 
According to Coulomb’s law, the force between two interacting charges A and B can 
be described by the equation

 
F

q q

D d
=

⋅
⋅

1 2
2

 (2.1)

where q1 and q2 are charges, d is the distance between the charges, and D is the 
relative dielectric constant of the medium in which the charges are situated. The 
values of the dielectric constants of some common solvents are listed in Table 2.1. 
In crystals the value of D is considered to approach 1⎯the value in vacuum⎯and 
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22 Introduction to Peptides and Proteins

the electrostatic interactions, also called ionic bonds, in ionic crystals are strong, 
the energy of the bond being over 100 kJ mol−1. In a protein interior, the value of D 
is 2–4, and the interaction is also relatively strong; however, because of solvation, 
charged groups do not tend to enter the protein interior, and such interactions are 
rare. Although strong, the internal electrostatic interactions actually destabilize the 
protein structure because the solvated state of the charged groups in an unfolded pro-
tein is more thermodynamically favorable than the nonsolvated state in the interior 
of the folded protein. In an aqueous environment with a high dielectric constant of 
around 80, the electrostatic interaction becomes a weak interaction. This is due to 
the shielding effect of water dipoles enclosing charged ions and functional groups 
(Figure 2.1). Most of the electrostatic interactions between charged amino-acid 
residues⎯Asp, Glu, Lys, Arg, and His at the physiological pH (see the correspond-
ing values of pK in Chapter 1, Table 1.1)⎯occur mainly on the protein or peptide 
surface in close contact with water, and are, as a result, weak. For instance, a posi-
tively charged Lys or Arg residue can interact with negatively charged side chains of 
Asp or Glu. In proteins this interaction is referred to as a salt bridge. As observed in 
the solved three-dimensional structures of proteins, salt bridges are relatively rare 

Cation Anion Water

FigUre 2.1 Electrostatic interactions in a crystal and in a water solution.

table 2.1
relative dielectric constants of Some common 
Solvents

Solvent 
dielectric 
constant Solvent

dielectric 
constant

Vacuum 1 Dichloromethane 9.1

CCl4 2.23 Dimethylformamide 36.7

Benzene 2.27 Water 80

Ethylacetate 6.02 Formamide 109
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in such material, and they normally occur on the surface. An exception is when an 
internal salt bridge is involved in the catalytic mechanism of an enzyme such as in 
the Asp–His–Ser triad of serine proteases (see Chapter 21.) An additional problem 
of salt bridges in proteins is the delocalization of charge. Coulomb's law is invariable 
for point charges; however, in amino-acid residues the charges can be distributed 
across the broader surface of the residue, and the interaction is thus weakened. One 
such example is the residue of Arg, where the positive charge is shared by three 
amino groups. When Arg is interacting with the carboxyl group of Asp or Glu, where 
the negative charge is also delocalized and shared by both carbonyl oxygens in the 
ionized group, the electrostatic interaction is much weaker than in the correspond-
ing hydrogen bonds that are also formed between these two groups (see Figure 2.2). 
Salt bridges on the protein surface encounter another problem: they are situated on 
the border between the less dielectric protein interior and the more dielectric solvent 
surroundings. Two charges on the spherical protein surface have the shortest mutual 
distance via the protein interior but, as was observed, they interact across the surface 
via a high dielectric solvent, which makes the interaction much less strong. Bulky, 
nonpolar groups in the vicinity of the charge and with limited solvent accessibility 
can further reduce the interaction energy.

2.2  tHe Van der WaalS interaction

Two opposite forces operate between two atoms approaching each other: the repul-
sive and the attractive van der Waals forces. The magnitude of each of these two 
forces depends differently on the interatomic distance. With a decreasing inter-
atomic distance, the repulsive force increases much faster than the attractive one, 
as shown in Figure 2.3. The resulting curve is the sum of both forces and shows two 
regions of net interaction: the attractive and the repulsive. It is hard to give a precise 
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FigUre 2.2 Interaction of Arg with a carboxylic group.
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24 Introduction to Peptides and Proteins

mathematical presentation of the resulting curve since any generalization will lead 
to an approximation. The net potential energy of the interaction is usually given as 
the Lennard–Jones potential:

 
E

C

d

C

d
n

n
= - 6

6
 (2.2)

where Cn and C6 are constants, and d is the distance between the centers of the par-
ticipating atoms. The first term represents repulsion, and the second term attraction. 
Since this is an approximation, n can be chosen arbitrarily to some extent, and a 
value of 12 is usually taken for n, for mathematical reasons. As a consequence, the 
Lennard–Jones potential is frequently referred to as the 12−6 potential.

The interatomic distance where the attractive and repulsive forces are equal to 
one another is called the sum of the van der Waals radii. If measured for the diatomic 
molecule of an element, usually in crystals, the van der Waals radius for a particular 
atom can be obtained. For the atoms of the main bioelements H, O, C, N, P, and S, 
it ranges from 0.14 nm for a hydrogen atom to 0.2 nm for a sulfur atom. A value of 
0.19 nm is commonly obtained for carbon. These values are approximate and depen-
dent on the system in which they are measured. Another distance to be considered 
is the optimal van der Waals contact distance, defined by the minimum of the curve 
in Figure 2.1. The van der Waals radius defines the size of an atom as modeled by 
a hard-shell sphere. Squeezing two atoms below the sum of the van der Waals radii 
results in a large energy cost as the electron orbitals start to overlap. The Pauli 

0
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b
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Repulsion

Attraction

En
er

gy

FigUre 2.3 Schematic presentation of the van der Waals interaction⎯repulsive and 
attractive forces as the function of distance. Label a is the sum of the van der Waals radii; b is 
the distance between the centers of the two atoms in the optimal van der Waals interaction.
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Exclusion Principle states that no two electrons can share the same state, so half 
the electrons of the system would have to go into orbitals with an energy higher 
than the valence state. The repulsive force prevents matter from collapsing and 
defines the size and shape of all molecules, including amino acids, peptides, and 
proteins. The van der Waals volumes of the coded amino acid residues are given in 
Chapter 1, Table 1.1.

Attractive van der Waals interactions are usually divided into three classes accord-
ing to the degree of polarization of the participating molecules or their parts: (1) 
between permanent dipoles, (2) between a permanent dipole and an induced dipole, 
and (3) the dispersion interaction. Molecules or parts of molecules having a nonequal 
partition of charges due to the different electronegativities of the atoms are called 
dipoles. The separation of charges in a molecule determines its dipole moment μ, 
which is a vector defined by the magnitude of the separated excess charge Z and the 
distance d by which it is separated:

 




µ = ⋅Z d  (2.3)

The dipole points from the negatively charged atom toward the positively charged 
one. Molecules composed of atoms with widely different electronegativities will tend 
to form permanently charged ions that are held together by the electrostatic interac-
tions already discussed. When the difference in the electronegativity is moderate, 
the electrons in the bonds are unevenly distributed so that the centers of the negative 
and the positive charges do not coincide and the molecule is a permanent dipole. 
The permanent dipoles that are of particular relevance to polypeptide chemistry are 
the peptide bond, the polar groups in amino acid radicals, and water. Dipole–dipole 
interactions between freely rotating polar molecules tend to cancel out because the 
attraction between poles of different charges is compensated by the repulsion of 
poles with the same charge. However, the electric fields of the dipoles will not, in 
reality, allow a totally free rotation, and the energy of the interaction is proportional 
to the inverse sixth power of the distance between the dipoles, as shown for the 
attractive portion of Equation 2.2. When polar molecules or groups are not free to 
rotate, as in the amino acid residues of peptides or proteins, the energy of the dipole–
dipole interaction is a complicated function that includes the dipole moments of both 
dipoles as well as the distance and the angle between them. In a simple case, when 
the dipoles are aligned as below,

 

q1 q2–q1

d

–q2

 (2.4)

the potential energy of the interaction in vacuum is

 
E

D d
= -

⋅
⋅

µ µ
π

1 2

0
32

 (2.5)

where μ1 is the dipole moment of the dipole q1/−q1, μ2 is the dipole moment of the 
dipole q2/−q2, D0 is the dielectric constant in a vacuum, and d is the mean distance 
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26 Introduction to Peptides and Proteins

between the dipoles. Similarly, the interaction between the dipole q1/−q1 and the point 
charge q2, an approximation of the dipole–ion interaction, in the aligned positions

 

q1 q2–q1

d
 (2.6)

is

 
E

q

D d
= -

⋅
⋅

µ
π

1 2

0
24  (2.7)

Another type of van der Waals interaction occurs between permanent dipoles and 
neutral molecules in which a dipole is induced. The electric field of the ion, the 
charged group or the dipole, will affect the distribution of electrons in the vicinal 
neutral molecule, and, as a result, it will become transiently polarized. The magni-
tude of the induced dipole moment depends on the strength of the electric field and 
the polarizability of the molecule, which is a function of the structure and volume 
of the molecule. In general, larger molecules composed of bigger atoms with elec-
trons that are less tightly controlled by the nuclear charges will be more affected by 
the external electric field than smaller ones, and will, therefore, be more strongly 
polarized. In principle, the induced dipole will interact with the permanent dipole 
or point charge in accordance with Equations 2.4–2.7, but the value of the induced 
dipole moment should be estimated separately, and this is usually not easy to do. It 
is interesting that the alignment of the induced dipole in relation to the permanent 
dipole is always opposite because it is defined by the orientation of the permanent 
dipole. The van der Waals interactions are not restricted to the polar molecules, 
and because of the fluctuation of the electrons in the atoms and molecules, non-
polar molecules can also transiently acquire a dipole moment, and, in turn, they 
can induce a dipole moment in neighboring nonpolar molecules. The interactions 
between induced dipoles are called dispersion interactions, or London interactions.

The strength of all forms of van der Waals interactions is in accordance with the 
term Cn/d6 in Equation 2.2, but Cn is composed of different parameters and has a 
different magnitude in each particular type of interaction. At 25°C, the energies of 
the interaction of dipoles in close proximity—which are practically in contact—are 
comparable or smaller than the thermal kinetic energy, which is equal to 3/2RT = 
3.7 kJ mol−1. Although very weak and of short term, they operate within all mol-
ecules, groups, and atoms in contact and represent an important contribution to the 
stability of proteins and peptides.

Aromatic rings such as benzene molecules are electroneutral and are not dipoles. 
However, the charges in the ring are not distributed evenly. The negative charges of 
π-electrons are concentrated on both sides of the ring, protruding perpendicularly 
out of the ring plane, while positive charges are situated near the ring edge (see 
Figure 2.4). Molecules with this type of charge distribution are known as quadru-
poles. The interaction of two aromatic structures where they lie on each other, that 
is, “face to face,” is usual for heterocyclic structures such as Trp, particularly when 
several rings are stacked one above the other in a hydrophobic environment and 
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additionally stabilized by hydrophobic interactions and the resonance of adjacent 
π-electron rings. Studies of the crystal structure of benzene have demonstrated a 
“face-to-edge” packing where the edge of the ring, composed of partially positive 
H-atoms, interacts with the partially negative π-electrons in the aromatic structure. 
Phe and Tyr residues often participate in this type of interaction. The negative charge 
of π-electrons also attracts positively charged ions and functional groups. The resi-
dues of Phe, Tyr, and Trp, interacting with the positively charged amino group in 
the residues of Lys and Arg, have been identified in peptides and proteins. As deter-
mined by an analysis of these interactions in DNA-binding proteins, Arg–Phe and 
Arg–Tyr are the two most frequent pairs involved in cation–π interactions.

Interestingly, in DNA-binding proteins the average energy of the interaction of 
these pairs is around 20 kJ mol−1, while in other proteins, it is approximately 40% 
lower. Cation–π interactions are of importance for the stability of peptides and pro-
teins but can also be the basis of the interaction of proteins with other molecules. 
The neurotransmitter acetylcholine binds to the acetylcholine receptor predomi-
nantly via the interaction of its positively charged trimethylamino group with the 
Trp ring in the binding site of the receptor. The interaction between aromatic qua-
drupoles and the interaction of the quadrupole with the charged group are shown 
in Figure 2.4.

2.3  tHe Hydrogen bond

The hydrogen bond can be regarded as a specific dipole–dipole interaction in which 
a hydrogen atom covalently attached to an electronegative atom, for example, oxy-
gen, is approached by another electronegative atom with a lone pair of electrons, for 
example, carbonyl oxygen, as in the example below:

 

O H O C
δ– δ+ δ+δ–

 (2.8)

Being more electronegative than hydrogen, oxygen draws the electrons in the O–H 
bond toward itself. The hydrogen atom is then left with a net positive charge, and the 
oxygen is, as a result, negative. The bond between the hydrogen and the carbonyl 
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FigUre 2.4 Interactions between aromatic rings, and the ion π interaction between an 
aromatic ring and an ion.
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oxygen (Equation 2.8) is of a double nature because, in addition to the attractive 
electrostatic interaction between partial charges, a quasimolecular orbital between 
the hydrogen and the carbonyl oxygen is also formed. In the presented case, the oxy-
gen in the –OH group is a hydrogen donor, and the carbonyl oxygen is a hydrogen 
acceptor. In proteins and peptides, the groups that can participate in hydrogen-bond 
formation are the carbonyl group in the peptide bond as a hydrogen acceptor and the 
–NH group in the peptide bond as a hydrogen donor, as well as the following groups 
in amino-acid residues: the –OH of Ser, Thr, and Tyr; the amido and carbonyl groups 
of Gln and Asn; the imino group in the rings of His and Trp; the carboxyl group 
of Asp and Glu, the amino group of Lys; and the guanido group of Arg. Groups 
containing hydrogen can play both the role of acceptor and of donor, whereas oth-
ers can function only as hydrogen acceptors. The energy and length of the bond 
depend on a combination of the hydrogen acceptor and the hydrogen donor and also 
on the configuration of the bond. When a donor, the hydrogen and acceptor atoms 
are lying on the same line, and the hydrogen bond is the strongest, and it becomes 
weaker⎯though not very much⎯when this configuration is distorted because of the 
increased repulsion between the acceptor and donor atoms; the distortions can form 
an angle of up to 40°. The energy of the bond is between 10 and 40 kJ mol−1, and 
the length between the donor and acceptor atoms is typically around 0.28 ± 0.03 nm. 
An important hydrogen-donor and hydrogen-acceptor molecule is water, which can 
form numerous hydrogen bonds either with other water molecules or with functional 
groups of the polar amino-acid residues. The ability of a molecule to form hydrogen 
bonds with water defines its solubility in water, and the inability to form hydrogen 
bonds with water is the basis of hydrophobic interactions. Hydrogen bonds are of 
great importance for the stabilization of the peptide and protein structures; however, 
they are weak enough to be broken during the conformational changes of protein 
molecules, thus enabling the necessary protein and peptide dynamics. Hydrogen 
bonding of the backbone carbonyl oxygen to the backbone amino groups leads to the 
formation of different secondary structures such as alpha helices and beta sheets. In 
addition, hydrogen bonds of the groups in amino-acid radicals contribute substan-
tially to the stabilization of all the higher levels of the protein and peptide struc-
tures, from secondary to quaternary (see Chapter 3). Interactions can also take place 
between groups carrying a formal charge and hydrogen-bonding atoms; this is an 
especially strong variant of the hydrogen bond.

2.4  tHe HydroPHobic interaction

In water solutions, nonpolar molecules tend to aggregate in order to minimize 
the amount of surface exposed to water. This process is known to be entropically, 
rather than enthalpically, driven. The energy needed for the ordering of nonpolar 
molecules in the hydrophobic interaction that keeps nonpolar molecules together 
is outweighed mainly by the decreased ordering of the surrounding water mol-
ecules (see Figure 2.5A). The results of a more detailed analysis of the transfer of 
a nonpolar cyclohexane molecule from gas, liquid, and solid phases to an aque-
ous environment in terms of free-energy change, and its enthalpic and entropic 
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FigUre 2.5 ΔG, ΔH, and TΔS changes in hydrophobic interactions: (A) thermodynamic 
parameters for the transfer of a nonpolar molecule (cyclohexane) in water at 20°C. Units for 
ΔG, ΔH, and TΔS are kcal mol−1; units for ΔCp are kcal K−1 mol−1. (B) hydrophobic interac-
tion is entropy driven. (Part A Reproduced from Creighton, T. E. Proteins Structure and 
Molecular Properties, 2nd ed., W. H. Freeman, New York, 1993. With permission.)
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